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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wish you warmly welcome to the 9th International Conference on Open Repositories that will be held in Helsinki, Finland. The conference will be organized by the University of Helsinki, or to be more specific, by its two libraries: Helsinki University Library, and the National Library of Finland. We are happy about this opportunity to give you a crash introduction to your hosts and the conference venue.

http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi-fe201307104152
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On the Top of the World 

23.2.2011 2 Osasto / Henkilön nimi / Esityksen nimi 

Mid-June max and min avg: 
68°F (night 48°) 
20°C (night 9°) 
Sunrise at 4, sunset at 23 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may feel that you are in north now; but to get to the parallel of Helsinki, you should be 1500 kilometers or 970 miles more north, to the level of Anchorage, Alaska; and the Great Slave Lake in Canada.******- Many of you will find the weather in mid-June cool. As to the rain: it may rain, but it will not necessarily rain. Eyeshades for sleeping might be a good idea.
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• Republic since 1917 
• EU member 
• Currency: Euro 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a map just to remind you of where we are.Although not exactly in the heart of Europe, Helsinki is well connected to the rest of the Europe*** and to the rest of the world. ***Most of you will naturally come by flying, but there are other options. Tallin, Estonia, is an easy ferry ride away from Helsinki, and quite luxurious overnight ferries bring you comfortably from Stockholm. There is a very smooth train connection with St Petersburg.
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Total Area: 
338,145km2 
1160 x 540 km 
  
 

 

Population: 5,4 million 
Language: Finnish 93%, Swedish 6%, 
Sami (about 1700) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It occured to me that Finland is kind of like a Canada theme park: in the north, sparsely populated- except by mosquitoes - , everyone crammed into the southern part of the country, a lot of wilderness, two official languages and an indigenous population. And of course, ice hockey is very important to us, too. Unfortunately we do NOT have polar bears, only the garden variety.



10 % of Finland is water, 
75 % is forest. 
200,000 lakes,  
500,000 summer cottages, 
2,000,000 saunas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see from the numbers, we have a lot of forest, lots of lakes and lots and lots of saunas.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what people usually know about Finland?We already mentioned sauna, but it is possible that there aren't too many other things that you might be able to connect with Finland. There are a few rally or formula drivers, composer Jean Sibelius if you like classical music, maybe a few other things depending on where you come from and how old you are****– but we would like to remind you that for some odd reason Helsinki is right now a booming centre of computer game industry.*****Finnish school system has become a point of interest even in other countries, as Finnish schoolchildren seem to perform pretty well, even though there are no standardized tests on a national level, and they even start school only at the age of seven. Education is free, even in universities**** Finland is definitely a Scandinavian welfare state in good and bad – like high taxes. The picture shows the contents of the so called baby box that every mother of a newly born child receives free of charge.-And let there be no division about this:***** Santa Claus lives in Finland. 
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Finland of 
open repositories 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finland also has its share of open repositories… On this map you can see the locations of all Finnish organizations which have a repository. The actual number of separate repositories is not this high, though, since most of the organizations are using one of several shared repositories. The Finnish repositories are usually based on DSpace, sometimes Fedora.
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Helsinki 1550 

University 1640 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been preparing for this conference for a long time. *****The City of Helsinki was founded in 1550, *****and the University of Helsinki in 1640. Actually, the university was founded in city of Turku, but for your convenience Russian Czar Alexander I had it moved to Helsinki. Helsinki
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Helsinki Neoclassical: 
National Library of Finland 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Library of Finland, the original university library, is the oldest library in Finland. It is responsible for the preservation of Finland’s printed and online national heritage. The National Library also serves as a national service and development centre for the Finnish libraries. The main building of the National Library is known for its beauty, but unfortunately it will be under renovation in 2014, so we won’t be able to take you there.
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Helsinki Art Nouveau: 
Helsinki Workers’ House  -  
Helsinki Congress Paasitorni 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the next year’s program takes place at the newly renovated congress center Paasitorni in central Helsinki. The building was originally the Worker’s House of Helsinki, built more than one hundred years ago, and it served as the headquarters of the Red side during the Finnish Civil War in 1918. Nowadays it’s one of the top conference centers in the capital area, located within walking distance from the center of the city.
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Helsinki Contemporary: 
Helsinki University Library 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Helsinki University Library operates on four campuses and online. The Library is open also for the general public, as is the National Library. The brand new – and rather fabulous - main building of the library (which you can see here) was opened lat year.
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University  
of Helsinki 

Established 1640 
36 000 students 
8 500 staff 
4 campuses 
 

Space Science, Atmospheric Science, Nanoscience, Cancer, 
Genetics, Diabetes, Democracy and Citizenship Participation, 
Teacher Education, Welfare Studies, Russia Studies, 
Metapopulation Biology, Food Research, Environmental Studies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The University of Helsinki is the largest university in Finland, and is known as one of the leading research universities of Europe. 
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Space Science, Atmospheric Science, Nanoscience, Cancer, 
Genetics, Diabetes, Democracy and Citizenship Participation, 
Teacher Education, Welfare Studies, Russia Studies, 
Metapopulation Biology, Food Research, Environmental Studies 

University  
of Helsinki 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The University has produced its share of presidents, bishops, artists and of course scientists, but in these circles it is probably best-known for the achievements of this guy. I wonder how many of you recognize him … you may raise your hand … He studied and worked at the department of computer science while he was developing his own operating system … which starts with L … 
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Helsinki Week 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t be surprised if you see people dressed like this during the conference – the conference week is also the annual Helsinki Week, with lots of things going on around the city. Although, in Helsinki, there are generally lots of things going on all the time.
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WELCOME! 
• June 9 – 13, 2014 
• or2014.helsinki.fi 
• twitter.com/OpenRepos2014 
• facebook.com/or2014helsinki 
• email: or-2014@helsinki.fi 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are very welcome to attend next year’s open repositories conference in Helsinki. We hope that you will enjoy yhe conference just as much that we have enjoyed this year’s conference here in Charlottetown. We will do our best to keep you informed about the conference. The conference web site is still in early stages of development, but you can follow us on Twitter or Facebook, and you can also contact the organizing team by e-mail. 
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Links 

• University of Helsinki: www.helsinki.fi/university  
– Helsinki University Library: www.helsinki.fi/library  
– National Library: www.nationallibrary.fi  

• Helsinki Congress Paasitorni: 
www.paasitorni.fi/en 

• City of Helsinki:  www.visithelsinki.fi/en  
• Finland: www.finland.fi 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank You

http://www.helsinki.fi/university
http://www.helsinki.fi/library
http://www.nationallibrary.fi
http://www.paasitorni.fi/en
http://www.visithelsinki.fi/en
http://www.finland.fi
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